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1. PMon Free Download is a device driver that hooks NT's undocumented NtCreateThread, NtDeleteThread, and NtSuspendThread functions, and causes it to be called every time that these functions are called. (NtCreateThread is the main process thread creation function for NT 4.0.) 2. PMon's GUI registers a context-swap hook. It will display the name of the process
that has just caused a context switch. (Note that there will be a pause after a context switch.) 3. PMon saves all listview cells to a file in.txt format. 4. PMon uses an undocumented hook to display information for threads that were on the stack when the thread was created. 5. Context switches are ignored if you are using the free build. 6. You can use the PMon "File"

menu to "Save Listview to File." 7. "Run in Background" is used to trigger that the PMon GUI is not created at all. 8. To "Run in New Window," just double-click the PMon GUI icon. 9. Edit the delay in NtSuspendProcess. 10. Drag and Drop the PMon.exe and NtSuspendProcess.exe files to another window and open them. 11. PMon uses an undocumented function to
display the name of the process that owns a thread that was on the stack when the thread was created. (If a thread's name cannot be obtained, it is displayed as "???". 12. The "Screenshot" option will display the listview contents as an image. (May take a few minutes to generate.) 13. The "Context Swap" menu entry can be used to enable monitoring of context switches.

This gets LOTS of interesting data for a lot of processes (especially if you leave it enabled), but may cause a lot of sleep. Note that the monitoring of system threads is typically ignored (and so will any sleep due to them). 14. The "Clear Scroll" menu entry (right mouse button) will reset the listview of the process. 15. The "Event Log" menu entry stores the listview
contents to a text file. 16. Uninstall consists of deleting files, unzipping, and deleting a few registry entries. This program was originally developed by the Windows NT Task Manager Team: Microsoft Corporation Microsoft Windows NT Team, Humble Byway, 5/
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[As of 0.6] A monitoring tool for Windows NT 4.0 and later. This is the only driver available in the public domain for monitoring NT processes. This driver is also the recommended replacement for NT Performance Monitor. [As of 1.4.0] The device driver creates a new file called PMon.ini to be used to configure the behavior of the driver. The default settings in PMon
are to enable logging of all process and thread creation and deletion events, as well as all context switches. [As of 0.6] This driver also creates a file called PMon.txt for the event log to be placed into a designated directory. [As of 0.6] The driver can be loaded by entering the following at a DOS prompt: ntpmon Additional information about PMon can be obtained from

the PMon website at [As of 1.2] PMon also includes a user friendly GUI based on Dev-C++. It allows the user to turn all event monitoring on or off, to view past events, and to save event logs to a text file. [As of 1.4] In the Win64 release of PMon, the events associated with the Task Manager were hidden. This functionality has now been restored. [As of 1.4] A new
version of PMon was created. This version displays logs of all WinSocks activity, process modification activity, and registry editing activity on a system. This allows for a complete and comprehensive look into the use of a system, on its own or in a network, without having to rely on the installation of sniffers or other similar utilities. [As of 1.6] The user friendly GUI has
been updated to allow filtering of events, as well as saving event logs. [As of 1.5] The Win64 build of PMon supports the WinSocks socket server. [As of 1.1] PMon supports monitoring of Windows 9x and ME processes. [As of 1.3] The Win32 build of PMon supports monitoring of socket server activity. [As of 1.2] A new release of PMon was created. This version now

supports WMF32 and other wsock32-based servers. [As of 1.1] A warning message is now displayed when a wsock32-based server is being monitored. 6a5afdab4c
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PMon is a device driver/GUI combination which logs and displays all process activity on a Windows NT 4.0 system. The device driver uses several undocumented hooking functions that cause it to be called whenever a process or thread is created or deleted. In addition, if run on the Checked build of NT or the Multiprocessing kernel, an undocumented context-swap
hook is installed that has PMon optionally display all context swap activity. PMon works on all builds of NT 4.0. Installing PMon is as easy as unzipping it and typing, "ntpmon." The GUI dynamically loads the driver (based on code from the instdrv sample in the Windows NT DDK), which installs hooks for process and thread creation and deletion. The menus can be
used to disable event capturing, control the scrolling of the listview, and to save the listview contents to an ASCII file. Where possible, PMon displays the name of the process that owns a thread that is part of a thread creation or deletion, or a context swap. The thread ID immediately follows the process name. In some cases the owning process does not exist anymore, in
which case PMon displays "???" for the name. The "Elapsed" column indicates the time in seconds between successive events in the display. Note that many times this will be 0, which simply means that the events happened inside of one system timer clock tick. Clock ticks are normally 10 milliseconds apart, so alot can happen. The context-swap hook is only present in
multiprocessor builds of NT, and is by default not enabled. To turn on context-switch monitoring when it is present, select the "Context Swap" menu entry under the "Events" menu. Note that monitoring context swaps generates many records rapidly. In order to try and minimize the amount of non-interesting context-swap noise, PMon ignores swaps between system
threads, which occur frequently as system work items are dispatched. If you have MSDN membership, you have the checked build. You can install a minimal checked build environment by replacing NTOSKRNL.EXE with the NTOSKRNL.EXE on the checked build CD, and by replacing HAL.DLL with the appropriate version on the checked build. To determine the
correct HAL to copy over to your system, search for HAL.DLL in its [winnt]repairsetup.log file. Copy the one with the same name on the checked CD to HAL.

What's New in the PMon?

Annotated process tree display. Supports virtualization. Sets global and per-process display preferences from GUI or command line. Implements processes and threads in the NT Kernel. Works on Windows NT 4.0, Windows 98 SE, Windows 98, Windows 95, Windows 2000, and Windows XP. PMon GUI NOTE: This displays the process tree using an embedded
terminal emulator. The embedded terminal emulator uses the ANSI Terminal Services, which provides a good set of features for TSRs. If you wish to use the GUI with non-TSR applications or you want to use a special character set, you can insert ANSI Escape Sequences in your settings. Using the US dollar sign ($) as an escape character, insert "\e[0m". The escape
sequences: [1m $[12l The system goes red. [1m $[12l The system goes green. [1m $[12l The system goes blue. [2m $[12l The system goes amber. [3m $[12l The system goes off. [4m $[12l The system goes on. [1m $[32l The system goes white. [1m $[32l The system goes black. [1m $[32l The system goes gray. [1m $[32l The system goes golden. [1m $[32l The system
goes pink. [1m $[32l The system goes green. [1m $[32l The system goes yellow. [1m $[32l The system goes blue. [1m $[32l The system goes red. [1m $[32l The system goes amber. [1m $[12m The system goes off. [1m $[12m The system goes on. $[12m The system goes white. $[12m The system goes black. $[12m The system goes gray. $[12m The system goes golden.
$[12m The system goes pink. $[12m The system goes green. $[12m The system goes yellow. $[12m The system goes blue. $[12m The system goes red. $[12m The system goes amber. $[12m The system goes off. $
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Mac OS X 10.9 Mac OS X 10.9 Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 3000 Hard Drive: 32 GB Mac OS X 10.9Minimum:2.4 GHz Intel Core i58 GB RAMIntel HD 300032 GB Recommended: OS: Mac OS X 10.10 Mac OS X 10.10 Processor: 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 Memory: 16 GB RAM
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